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A: It means that the output format of the movies is not compatible with the XBox video output. If you didn't provide a video output device (Playback Devices, Video Device), the default XBox video output format will be used. So it just needs to be clear, you need to provide a video output device! But if it's just that some files are not outputted, it could be that the quality (compression) is not supported or not appropriate for the device. For example, if you set the video output format to "HDMI 1.3 1×2 1 to 2 1080P 3D Splitter Amplifier 1 in 2 out" and the output device to the XBox One 720p and 720p HD (XBox One Video), XBox One is not able to output a suitable video stream. Q: Do conference talks or slide decks often incorporate software libraries? I have been looking at a few talks to consider submitting to a conference next year
( I.e. 2019). As I am learning a new tech for my first time, I find myself wondering about something. Most of the talks about my thing I am involved in are very algorithm-y or theory-y. With that in mind, do talks often have code included, including libraries or user interfaces to major software or tools? I.e. does anyone have sample code in their slides/talks or demos that use a library, and is that considered normal/typical behavior? A: The most important thing that you do when presenting is that you talk about your work. Any other aspect of presenting is secondary or irrelevant. Then, if you choose to include code or a demo, do so at the end to give people something to download and try out. Otherwise they might try your work and give up. When the code or demo is included, make sure that it shows what it is doing. Don't just use the
default, expected behavior and look at it like it is from a consumer product. It needs to demonstrate the strengths and/or weaknesses of what you are working on. In the worst case, it can be really interesting because it provides a critique of a standard paradigm. A: "Conferences aren't generally for giving you a platform to introduce a showcase application. They are generally speaking about (in order of importance): Contribution to the literature. Professional development (learning new skills.)
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